Educate & Engage Your Customers
with the Economical, Small-Footprint REVEAL® Wireless Tablet System
The REVEAL by XSENSOR® Wireless Tablet System is a mattress
recommendation solution with leading-edge pressure mapping
technology that provides an engaging way for your sales team
to improve the mattress shopping experience and quickly find
the right mattress for your customers. The easy-to-use software
comes pre-installed on a reliable Microsoft® Surface tablet and
connects via Bluetooth® to the test mattress. Use the tablet
stand-alone when interacting with your customers or project the
screen wirelessly to any television via the tablet’s cast function.
With dynamic, high-quality images and maps, customers see what
they feel and understand how the right mattress will provide the
best support and comfort for their unique body.

Increase Customer
Confidence

Small-Footprint &
Versatile

Enhance Customer
Experience

The REVEAL Wireless Tablet
System allows your sales team
to capture and explain your
customer’s body pressure
image and share personalized
results that provide accurate
and
unbiased
mattress
recommendations to test.

The system requires limited
floorspace and is compatible
with single or queen test
mattresses, ideal for small
footprint stores. It is the most
economical, entry-level solution
and takes up the least amount
of retail space of any REVEAL
Educate system.

Equip your sales team and let
REVEAL augment your store
experience with a multi-sensory
interaction for your customers.
Using
the
customizable
software and video options,
REVEAL reinforces your brand,
building and strengthening the
relationship with your customer.

Simple, Three-Step Process to Choosing the RIGHT Mattress
The three-step workflow is quick, easy to use and provides a consistent selling process that guides
your salespeople through the REVEAL experience easily and efficiently.
Real-time insights and honest recommendations of an appropriate mattress category give your
customers the confidence that they have found the right mattress.

1 Profile

2 Imaging

3 REVEAL Results
Specifications
Tablet:
Microsoft Surface
Test Bed Dimensions:
39" x 80"
Test Bed Sensor:
X4 Wireless System
* TV not included

“The best purchase made for
my store by far. The XSENSOR
system has made it easy for my
customers and my sales team
from day one. The BEST PART,
it paid for itself the first weekend
we had it through upsells and
our ability to find the customer
the perfect mattress.”

“Our average sale price on
just mattresses is up 17%. Our
pillow business has more than a
500% increase and power base
sales are up 250%. Overall, our
system is a GREAT success,
and our TV spot has been
bringing people in asking to be
mapped.”

“Our lowest producing RSA
(Retail
Sales
Associate)
became our best after we
bought the [REVEAL] system
and is now closing 14 out of
16 bedding ups. The consistent
process has helped a great deal
and improves trust between the
RSA and customers.”

Matt Smith
Snooze Mattress Co.

David Bassett
Pilgrim Furniture City

Michael Grossman
Kensington Furniture &
Mattress

About XSENSOR®
XSENSOR develops Intelligent Dynamic
Sensing technology to improve safety,
performance, and comfort.
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